4.3.6 Consider reducing and/or waiving fees, charges, debt (including statutory barred
debt) and consider payment incentives such as matched payments and full or partial
debt waivers.
Essentially recreates Part 6.6(1) of the both the Gas and Electricity Codes:
(1) A retailer must give reasonable consideration to a request by a customer, or a
relevant consumer representative organisation, for a reduction of the customer's
fees, charges or debt.^
Understandably, such duplication occurs throughout the Guidelines. WACOSS believes that
the use of stronger language than 'It is considered good practice to:...' is required where
guidelines duplicate provisions contained in both the Gas and Electricity Codes. If a
guideline recreates provisions required under both Codes, it should be stated as such.
WACOSS Recommendation
That guidelines duplicating provisions found within both the Gas and Electricity Codes be
introduced by words to the effect of: 'it is a requirement of the Codes that:...' as opposed to
'It is considered good practice to:...'
'":.._ / ' \ / • • • ' .
'• \ ^
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3.1 Differentiating between 'payment difficulties' and 'financial hardship'
WACOSS supports the inclusion of definitions for 'payment difficulties' and 'financial
hardship' within the Guidelines and commends the authority on the inclusion of a nonexhaustive list of factors that may cause hardship. The provision of this information is
important in establishing better understandings around financial hardship and its causes;
crucial to the successful development and implementation of retailers' Financial Hardship
Policies.
In the interest of streamlining processes and documentation in relation to customers
experiencing payment problemsJ/VACOSSj^commendsJh^^
Haltlship^PolicT^Guidelines^include^ustomere^periencing both 'payment difficulties' and
'financial hardship'. WACOSS notes that both 'payment difficulties' and 'financial hardship'
are dealt with simultaneously in Part 6 of the Gas and Electricity Codes, and suggests this
should be reflected in the Financial Hardship Policy Guidelines.
It is also important that retailers' hardship policies contain accurate information in relation to
the rights afforded to customers experiencing both 'payment difficulties' and 'financial
hardship'. WACOSS notes that the Guidelines do not sufficiently outline a retailer's
obligation to customers experiencing 'payment difficulties'.
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Part 6.3 of both the Gas and Electricity Codes stipulate that if a residential customer is
assessed as experiencing: - . .- ^ ^ . ^ ^ . - ^
.
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... (a) payment difficulties, the retailer must (i) offer the residential customer the alternative payment arrangements referred to
in clause 6.4(1); and
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(ii) advise the residential customer that additional assistance may be available if,
o>

' Economic Regulation Authority, Code of Conduct for the Supply ofElectricity to Small Use Customers, 2008,
p. 33; Economic Regulation Authority, Compendium of Gas Customer Licence Obligations , 2010, p. 23
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due to f i n a n c i a l hardship, the residential c u s t o m e r would be unable to meet its
obligations under an agreed alternative payment arrangement;^
WACOSS asserts that consumers experiencing 'payment difficulty' should not be
disadvantaged by this categorisation, and that the Financial Hardship Policy Guidelines
should ensure retailer Hardship Policies inform those customers experiencing 'payment
difficulties' of their right (under Part 6.4(1) of the Gas and Electricity Codes) to:
(a) additional time to pay and b i l l ; and

(b) an interest-free and fee-free instalment plan or other arrangement under which
the residential customer is given additional time to pay a bill or to pay arrears
(including any disconnection and reconnection charges) and is permitted to
continue consumption.^
Ensuring that those experiencing 'payment difficulties' are aware of, and afforded, these
rights is appropriate and in many instances will serve as a preventative measure, helping the
customer to avoid slipping into further, ongoing hardship.
WACOSS Recommendation ,;
That the scope of the Guidelines incorporate all customers experiencing payrnent problerhs,
whether they are assessed as experiencing 'payment difficulties' or 'financial hardship', And
that a statement tb this affect be included in Part 3.1 of the Guidelines^ WACOSS Recommendation
That Part 3.1 of the guidelines be amended to Include those.righte afforded to customers
assessed ias experiencing teniporary 'payment difficulty' under 6.3 of the Gas and Electricity
Codes.^ .'•• ••.-. ; " r •"••.. .,:• v ; ' ; • ' .
••;•,'•,•.••.,. " :/"••.• •'.':,••;•.•••'',
The Guidelines should also, state that^offering alternative payment arrangements (and/or
other assistanoe) to custpmers_expfriencingj'pa
preveritative measure by retailers to heljs that customer avoid inoving,: into longer term
Tinanclal hardship'.
•-' •'; '••-. • >\ •-'•• " ' / -•'' .':-• /';; -•:••-.' ;:'• W •"
3.3 Annual Review
WACOSS strongly agrees with the Guideline requirement for retailers to review their
hardship policies at least annually. This will ensure retailers' hardship policies are updated to
reflect any evolution in relation to hardship regulation, assistance schemes or retailer
innovation in assisting customers in hardship, as well as encouraging the adoption of best
practice guidelines through a consistent process of review.
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However, WACOSS notes that this review process could be improved by the inclusion of a
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provision similar to that found in clause 2.4 of the Victorian Essential Services Commission
Financial Hardship Policies Guideline (April 2007) (Victorian Guideline):
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Any request by the retailer for the Commission to approve a new or amended
financial hardship policy... must include a statement as to the nature, impact and
reason for the change."
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•' Ibid, p. 32; p. 22
^ Ibid, p. 32; p. 22
4
Victorian Essential Services Commission, Energy Retailers' Financial Hardship Policies: Final Decision,
April 2007, p. 22
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As a consumer representative organisation consulted during retailer hardship policy reviews
WACOSS is in a unique position to comment on how the efficiency of this process can be
improved. On more than one occasion WACOSS has received energy retailer hardship
policies for review that do not accurately delineate the amendments that have been made to
the document since its last publication.
A guideline recommendation such as that included in the Victorian Guideline would result in
much greater transparency within the review process. It also equates to a minimal, and
reasonable, requirement on the part of the energy retailer that results in much greater
efficiency for all organisations consulted as part of the review process. This would also
translate to greater accuracy and efficiency for the ERA in its assessment of whether or not
a hardship policy complies with the requirements of the relevant Code and the Financial
Hardship Policy Guidelines.
In addition, WACOSS believes that it is appropriate that Part 3.3 of the Guidelines include
reference to relevant sections of '4.4 Engaging with consumer representative organisations
and financial counsellors'. In particular, guideline 4.4.4 relates directly to the annual review
process:
4.4.4

Consult with relevant consumer representative organisations on a process for
the periodic review of financial hardship policies

WACOSS Recornmendation
That Part 3.3 include a guideHne recommending that iail amendments (additions a
deletions) made during the annual review of a retailer's Financial Hardship Policy must be
clearly indicated. And that the retailer include in their draft hardship policy a statement
explaihirigtfie nature, impact and reason for any amendments ffVade.
WACOSS Recornmendation
T]iaf Partj3:3joQhe Gui^^^^^
1x)hsu1tetion with consumer-representative bnga

V

4.1 Staff Training
WACOSS praises the inclusion of the detailed guidelines relating to staff training found in
Part 4.1 of the Guidelines. Appropriate and regular staff training is essential to ensure that
customers experiencing payment problems are dealt with according to retailer obligations
under the relevant Code. Training also provides crucial understandings for staff in relation to
the complex issues surrounding hardship.
WACOSS notes that within Part 4.1 of the guidelines the term 'should is used twiceJn.
referring to responsibilities that are in fact explicitly required of retailers under the Gas and
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Electricity Codes:
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Some of the obligations that staff should be made aware of are in included in Part 6
of the Energy Codes...
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... Training should at least be provided to those staff who interact with customers,
including call centre staff, all subcontractors employed to engage with customers
experiencing financial hardship, energy efficiency auditors and field officers.
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The first example refers directly to the Energy Codes. As retailers are required to meet the
obligations contained within the Code, WACOSS asserts that stronger language than
'should' is necessary.
The second example essentially recreates sub-paragraph (b)i. of Part 6.10(2) of the Gas and
Electricity Codes:
(b) provide for the training of staffi.

including call centre staff, all subcontractors employed to engage with
customers experiencing financial hardship, energy efficiency auditors
and field officers;

WACOSS suggests that in both instances the term 'should be replaced with 'must, as it is in
the third paragraph of Part 4.1:
Additionally, to effectively implement a financial hardship policy, staff must
understand the retailer's wider hardship policy, processes and procedures.
Whilst WACOSS agrees that it is of central importance that staff understand their employer's
'hardship policy, processes and procedures', it also notes that this level of obligation should
be placed upon all training requirements prescribed in Part 4.1 that are also found within the
Gas and Electricity codes.
The term 'should' implies that the retailer ought to carry out the prescribed actions in relation
to staff training, but is under no real compulsion to do so. Conversely, the use of 'must'
implies without reservation that the retailer is required to carry out the prescribed training
obligations in line with the Gas and Electricity Codes.
WACOSS also asserts that it is necessary to mandate the frequency with which staff training
should occur, and under what instances. 'Refresher' training^hould^e_^nied out annually
following the release of a~retailer's7evie\rt^FinariciarHa^
Policy to ensure that all staff
undergo hardship training revision, as well as being aware of the contents of their newly
revised hardship policy.
In addition, the Guidelines should differentiate between 'in-house' staff training relating to
internal processes and procedures (around customer support and hardship) and more
specific Financial Hardship and Social Exclusion training, carried out by, or in consultation
with, relevant community organisations.
o
o

All retailer staff should be required to undergo internal hardship training at their time of
induction, in addition to those 'staff who interact with customers, including call centre staff, all
subcontractors employed toengage with customers experiencing financial hardship; energy
efficiency auditors and field officers' being required to undertake specific Financial Hardship
and Social Exclusion training.
WACOSS Recommendation
That the following amendments be made to Part 4.1 of the Guidelines:
Some of the obligations that staff should must be made aware of are in included in Part 6 of
the Energy Codes...
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... Training Gt=teM must at least be provided to those staff who interact with customers,
including call centre staff, all subcontractors employed to engage with customers
experiencing financial hardship, energy efficiency auditors and field officers.
WACOSS Recommendation
That Part 4.1 differentiates between 'in-house' staff training and more specific Financial
Hardship and Social Exclusion training carried out by, or developed in consultation with,
relevant consumer representative organisations. Information regarding when this training
should occur, and at what frequency, should also be included.
4.2 Identifying and engaging with customers in financial hardship
WACOSS applauds the inclusion of quotations from the GUESHIWG Utilities Essential
Services Hardship - Public Issues Discussion Paper and Victorian Essential Services
Commission Framework Paper - Energy Retailers Hardship Policies in Part 4.2 of the
guidelines. These quotes clearly delineate sub-paragraph (a)(i) and (b) of Part 6.1(2) of the
Gas and Electricity Codes:
(2) When undertaking the assessment required by subclause (1), a retailer must give
reasonable consideration to (a) information (i) given by the residential customer; and
(ii) requested or held by the retailer; or
(b) advice given by an independent financial counsellor or relevant consumer
representative organisation.
WACOSS^^also^commendsthe passage relating to the retailer's role in hardship assessment
found in Part 4.2:
... a retailer should also have an objective, publically available set of criteria by which
to assess a customer and should also consider the assessmeht of that customer's
financial counsellor, if applicable.
WACOSS is of the opinion that these three considerations are equally important in
assessing a customer's hardship and that they should be utilised in combination when
appropriate. WACOSS believes that reference to each consideration being included in the
introductory text of Part 4.2, as well as in guidelines 4.2.5 through 4.2.7, is constructive in
guiding the accurate assessment of customers whojnayjbe experierjcing payrnent difficulties
or financial hardship. ' ^
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WACOSS does however acknowledge that the strong language used in the GUESHIWG
quotation in reference to a financial counsellor's assessment of hardship (namely the use of
the term 'ultimately) should not in any way discourage retailers from giving reasonable
consideration to information provided directly by the customer, or from taking pro-active
action to identify customers in hardship through internal mechanisms.
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WACOSS also notes that sub-paragraph (b) in Part 6.1(2) of the Gas and Electricity Codes
refers to 'an independent financial counsellor or relevant consumer representative
organisation' whilst Part 4.2 of the guidelines refers only to a 'financial counsellor'. It is
therefore appropriate that references to financial counsellors contained within the
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introductory text of Part 4.2 and guideline 4.2.7 be amended to also include reference to
'relevant consumer representative organisations' in order to ensure continuity with the
Codes.
WACOSS Recommendation
That Part 4.2 include a statement indicating that all three sources of advice and information
to be used in considerations of a customer's financial hardship be regarded with equal
legitimacy and that retailers be encouraged to take pro-active action by assisting customers
to undertake self identification of financial hardship.
- , • .';
WACOSS Recommendation
That the following amendment be made to the introductory text in Part 4.2 of the Guidelines:
In judging a customer's eligibility for a financial hardship program, a retailer should also have
an objective, publicly available set of criteria by which to assess a customer and should also
consider the assessment of that customer's financial counsellor or a relevant consumer -.
organisation, if applicable.
WACOSS Recommendation
That the following amendment be made to guideline 4.2.7:
4.2.7 Accept a financial couhsellor's^^'^^^mmit^e^s&mQrw^mms^n'f^m^nts^m's'
assessment of a customer!s eligibility for a hardship program.
4.3 Flexible payment arrangements
Guidelines 4.3.1 through 4.3.4 relate to the retailer's responsibilities to ensure that a
customer has the capacity to make the payments negotiated under their payment plan.
Whilst WACOSS strongly agrees with these guidelines, it believes that further guidance is
necessary to ensure that a customer experiencing hardship is treated fairly in accordance^
with a retailer-s hardship policy;
Whilst guidelines 4.3.1 through 4.3.4 ensure a customer's capacity to pay is considered in
establishing alternative payment arrangernents, there are no guidelines requiring the retailer
to ensure that a customer's failure to meet their payment obligations is not caused by their
incapacity to pay the agreed amount.
Without such a guideline, the strength of the protections provided to vulnerable customers in
4.3.1 through 4.3.4 is greatly diminished as there is no compulsion for the retailer to
undertake either of the following actions before terminating a payment arrangement due to
failure to pay:
\ re-eyaluate^thej£js%essmeniof^ cu
into the arrangement; or
- conduct a re-assessment of the customer's capacity to continue to make payments
under the agreed arrangement.
WACOSS Recommendation
That additional guidelines be included in Part 4.3 of the Guidelines in order \o compel
retailers to undertake the following actions before terminating a payment arrangement due to
failure to pay:
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a re-evaluation of their assessment of a customer's capacity to pay at the tirhe of
entering into the arrangement; or
o

a re-assessment of the customer's caipacity to continue to make payments at the
amount originally agreed under the affangement.
4.4 Engaging with consumer representative organisations and financial counsellors
WACOSS notes that the wording of guideline 4.4.1 creates confusion as to what the
guideline is in fact referring to. While all other guidelines in Part 4.4 relate to energy retailers,
guideline 4.4.1 makes reference to financial hardship 'guidelines', which is in fact the
responsibility of the ERA:
4.4.1 Encourage greater involvement of consumer representative organisations in
the development of financial hardship guidelines through reference groups and
holding appropriately designed forums.
It is not clear whether this is intended to refer to the development of retailer 'policies' or the
ERA'S own processes in developing 'guidelines'.
WACOSS Recommendation
That guideline 4:4.1 be amended in the interest of clari^.
4.5 Transparency and Accessibility
WACOSS is aware that (at the time of writing) not all WA energy retailers' hardship policies
are available online. The internet is undoubtedly the most likely (and most easily accessible)
location for consumers to seek a document such as a hardship policy. WACOSS strongly
supports the reference to retailers publishing hardship policy information online in guideline
4.5.3:
4.5.3

Ensure information about the policy is readily available to customers at no
cost in a range of forms such as brochures, the retailer's website, and on
customers'Mlls. Interpreter-services for non-English speakers and
communications technology for the hearing and sight impaired should be
made available in this regard so that all customers may familiarise
themselves with the policy.

WACOSS suggests this guideline could be improved by ensuring it relates not only to
information about policies, but also the policies themselves. Retailers could also be further
encouraged to include hardship policies on the websites by replacing 'such as' with slightly
stronger language.
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WACOSS further commends the contents of guideline 4.5.2, and wishes to re-iterate the
importance of pro-active promotion of hardship policjes by retaijere,
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WACOSS notes that there is no compulsion within the guidelines for retailers to include
complaints handling and complaints contact information in their hardship policies.
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WACOSS believes that in order for consumer protection and complaint mechanisms to be
most effective, and to ensure that as many consumers as possible are aware of the
protections afforded them as residential energy customers, such information should be
widely available and appear within all relevant public documents.
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This is particularly pertinent in relation to vulnerable consumers who may wish to lodge a
complaint in relation to a retailer's assessment of their financial hardship, the payment
arrangement they have negotiated with the retailer, or any other issues relating to consumer
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